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ABSTRACT 

In this paper we describe an ethnographic study of 

Microsoft Office users. The objective was to see how use 

of so-called intelligent user interfaces, exemplified by the 

tailorability and adaptive aspects of this software package, 

unfolded in practice. We discovered that designers’ 

intuition about which aspects of “intelligence” users 

might benefit from, often fails. The paper suggests some 

relatively simple and specific real-time adaptations to 

concrete use patterns, which may increase the “perceived 

intelligence” of the user interface.  The change of users’ 

work mode induced by the system itself serves as a 

criteria to determine when such adaptation is needed.  

INTRODUCTION 

We know that much software offers an abundance of 

functionality,  a lot of which is never used. For every new 

version, more functionality is added. Software vendors 

see this as necessary in order to keep abreast with the 

competition. On the other hand, learning the software 

becomes harder than before [6] and relatively less of the 

functionality is used.  Microsoft have found that 95% of 

their 400 million registered users used less than 5% of the 

functionality
1
. As a response to this situation, even more 

functionality is added to enhance the user interface, 

making it more easily understood and enjoyed by users.  

It is provided with “intelligence” [3]. The problem might 

be that this intelligence is not recognized and adopted, 

either.  

The topic of intelligent interfaces has received a lot of 

attention [1-5]. The definition used in this paper is that 

the system itself shall adapt and optimize its interface so 

that it matches the current work processes and preferences 

of users.  We are not going to be able to cover pertaining 

literature here, but it does not seem to be comprising any 

ethnographic studies of so-called intelligent user 

interfaces. Thus, this paper is a novel contribution. It 

shows in practice how users deal with intelligence in the 

user interface of common office applications. Our findings 
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can be used to guide new research to improve user 

interface design, intelligent or not. Our point of departure 

is mundane, trivial, everyday usage of Microsoft Office 

products, which implements quite a lot of functionality 

which we see as fulfilling the definition of intelligent user 

interfaces. Currently Microsoft aim to incorporate even 

more mechanisms that will be sensitive to concrete and 

individual use contexts than previously has been the case. 

Therefore, it is a standard software package that is readily 

the best place to do empirical studies of intelligent 

software.  

RESEARCH METHOD AND SITE 

We have chosen to base our studies on observations, and 

interpret them within a framework of ethnography [7]. 

The objective of our observations was to describe a 

representative amount of in-context user interaction with 

standard office applications. We wanted to be able to 

separate extraneous interruptions and delays from those 

eventually imposed by interaction with adaptation 

mechanisms. Moreover, we wanted to map the role and 

character of intelligent action by the interface between 

discrete application packages, vs. the articulation work 

thus carried out by the user.  

OBSERVATIONS 

We observed Microsoft Office usage in two companies. 

One has 280 employees. They manage patent- and 

intellectual property rights for various stakeholders. The 

department we worked with was responsible for the 

preparation of presentations as well as process 

descriptions. They relied exclusively on the Microsoft 

Windows/Office 2000 combination.  The second is a 

private insurance company with approximately 600 

employees worldwide.  The department of our 

observations had about 30 people, most of which were 

working with the Microsoft Windows 2000/Office 2003 

combination.   

This is one excerpt of one user (K26) working 

interchangeably with Word, Excel, PowerPoint, Internet 

Explorer and Novell Groupwise. They were all 

maximized at the same time, and she used the mouse to 

click on the task-bar (rather than shift-<tab>, to 

alternative between the applications. K26 was working on 
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a document together with a group of colleagues. The 

document consisted of a mixture of text with headings, 

and a table with three columns and about 20-30 rows. The 

data in the table represented workflows and meetings, 

which had been or were to be held. K26 gathered data 

from emails that she had received or from the web, and 

pasted them into the pertaining columns in the table.  

Internet Explorer, which was used as the browser, as well 

as the email software, supports text styles, which meant 

that almost every time she copied text over to the target 

document, the text formatting properties of the original 

document were incorrect. In one instance, when this 

happened (again), it became clear that she was not 

surprised, only annoyed. She Gknew this was going to 

happen.H The pasted text had the wrong fontI one word 

kept its !"#$!%& and it was the wrong size.  

The problem was solved in the following fashionK  

L.! First she used the mouse to select the wrongly 

formatted paragraph.  

2.! Next, she changed the font size. Again, the mouse 

was used to pick the correct size from the drop-down 

menu on the toolbar. 

3.! She selected and deselected all three font formatting 

options on the toolbar. 

P.! Finally she changed everything to the right font. 

Again, she used the access option via the toolbar.  

!"" of this was ca--ied out in a smooth and efficient 

fashion3 4oweve-, a "ot of this "a7out wo-8 thus was 

-edundant and sometimes the inte-na"i9ed -outine of 

pe-fo-min; the p-ocedu-e in the same wa7 eve-7 time 

made he- miss that the te<t was accidenta""7 de-se"ected, 

e3;3, when she dis"od;ed the mouse3   

>u-in; ou- obse-vation, this pa-ticipant -e"ied on fou- 

diffe-ent date fo-mats in the same document@A  

L.!  September, 0Q 

2.!  R/2L/0Q  

3.!  2L-Sep-0Q  

P.!  2L September 200Q 

Bn those ce""s of the tab"e that had had much te<t, date 

fo-mat @ and C was used3 Dhe on"7 used date fo-mat E 

once, to -e;iste- the c-eation date of the document3 >ate 

fo-mat F was used in some ce""s, which had ve-7 "itt"e te<t 
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These samples illustrate the used formats, but are 

translations into international date formats. The original 

format were, e.g., 02-februar-2006, and this is also the 

correct date of this particular excerpts from the fieldwork. 

in them f-om befo-e3 Gve-7 time she t7ped the dates in 

an7 of the fo-mats F, @ o- E, Hic-osoft Io-d disp"a7ed an 

auto te<t su;;estion, which was on the fo-mat <Kea--

Honth->a7>3 Mhis was i;no-ed, eve-7 time3 Mhe p-oposed 

fo-mat is the inve-se of the common nationa" fo-mat, 

which ma7 e<p"ain wh7 the auto te<t was not accepted3   

! "itt"e "ate-, the pa-ticipant t7ped the name of a count-7 

into the same ce"", but she did not want it sta-tin; with a 

uppe-case "ette- Nfo- some -easonO3 Gve-7 time, Io-d fi-st 

co--ected it to sta-t with uppe-case, unti" she de"eted the 

wo-d a;ain and -et7ped it3 PIh7 is this happenin;,Q she 

wonde-ed3 PB do not unde-stand wh7 this happens with the 

name of the count-73 Ihen B t7pe the name of the capita" 

without an uppe-case fi-st "ette-, then it "eaves it "i8e B 

want to3Q Mhe -eason was that the count-7 name was 

ente-ed in the autoco--ect "ist of wo-ds, which 8eeps t-ac8 

of the wo-ds that Io-d sha"" amend as 7ou t7pe3 Mhis is 

an option that can be to;;"ed on o- off3 Mhe name of the 

capita" c"ea-"7 was not in the "ist3  Mhe use- seems to 

inte-p-et this as a semantic capabi"it7, on the othe- hand3 

Mhe ne<t use- that we obse-ved was a ma"e of CF NHCFO, 

who did not use an7 sho-t cuts o- function 8e7s3 !"" te<t 

cop7in; was invo8ed c"ic8in; the -i;ht mouse button3 

Dince he 8ept b-owsin; menus and -e"ied heavi"7 on too"-

tips, we assume that he was not a p-oficient use-3  Rne 

ve-7 simp"e t7pe of Pinte""i;entQ use- inte-face, which is 

the e<pandin; menus, seemed to confuse this use- and he 

often did not find the functiona"it7 he was "oo8in; fo-3 

Mhis pa-ticipant was wo-8in; on man7 diffe-ent t7pes of 

documents, and the e<ce-pt be"ow is f-om the c-eation of a 

new ve-sion of a Sowe-Soint p-esentation fo- a semina-3  

Mhe data had been t7ped in p-evious"73 Dimi"a- semina-s 

had been conducted ea-"ie- as we"", and seve-a" ve-sions of 

this p-esentation had been p-epa-ed fo- them3 Mhe cu--ent 

document cou"d the-efo-e fetch te<t f-om th-ee diffe-ent 

sou-cesA  

L.! The agenda plus other practical information was in an 

email. 

2.! The authors and title/abstract for the talks were 

published on a website.  

3.! Earlier versions of the presentation, as a reference for 

the layout work 

Mhe use- sta-ted b7 openin; a p-esentation f-om the se-ve- 

NCO3 Bt was the co--espondin; p-esentation f-om the 7ea- 

befo-e3 4e -ead Tuic8"7 th-ou;h it and sta-ted editin; the 

te<t3 4e chan;ed the fi-st headin;, but the decided that 

amendin; the p-evious ve-sion to this 7ea-Us semina- 

wou"d ta8e too "on;3 Mhe new p-esentation was supposed 

to be sho-t Na-ound V pa;esO whi"e the o"d one was "on; 

NFW pa;esO3 4e sta-ted a new Sowe-Soint instance N-athe- 

than c-eatin; a new p-esentation within the cu--ent oneO 
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and then noticed that it came up with an empty document, 

which was based on the default template. Then he looked 

at the previous one again, before he opened the pertaining 

email with the title of the entire seminar and the agenda.  

The front page of last year’s presentation had a picture 

covering the entire background. It had a company logo in 

the top left corner, and the rest was a graded dark blue. The 

front-page text was white on blue background. There was 

a large textbox in the middle, for the title of the seminar, 

and a smaller one below for customer/occasion, place and 

date. When the user selected the large textbox to change 

the title of the seminar, the text was inverted, but since it 

was white on blue to start with it now became white on 

white. The user seemed un-surprised by suddenly having 

to work with invisible text. He finished amending the title 

and then clicked on a different element on the page to get 

focus away from the one he had been working on. There 

were, as one could expect, some typos in the text, and the 

user repeated the process of typing invisible text twice 

before he was satisfied.  

The user next tried to copy this slide from the old 

presentation onto the new one, but he lost the background 

picture and text formatting since it was based on the 

default template. Therefore, he continued to work on the 

old one. From the File-menu he chose Save as and 

overwrote the new presentation. He then selected all the 

slides in the renamed old presentation in the outline view, 

except the title page and deleted these. Then he changed 

the date on the title page.  

He went back to the email, which contained the agenda. It 

was supposed to go into the presentation on the slide after 

the title page. From the right-mouse-button menu, he 

picked New slide. It came up based on the layout from the 

title page, which was not what he wanted. He decided to 

try writing it again on top of the right layout, which he 

had found in the old presentation. He opened the original 

again and copied the text that he had in the old document 

over to the new working version. He closed the working 

document and saved the old one. The new was re-opened 

and he turned to slide number two. It now had the right 

layout, with a title line and a larger text box, implying an 

itemized list. He changed the title and then copied the new 

agenda from the email and pasted it on top of the old text, 

which was now in the new document version.  

The text formatting properties from the email, however, 

were also pasted with the text. It now had a font, size and 

color, which deviated from the front-page. The user 

noticed and immediately amended the text by the 

following steps:  

1. Selecting the desired font size from the toolbar 

2. Selecting the desired font color from the toolbar 

3. Selecting the font type from the Format ! Font 

menu, since it was not available from the toolbar 

He then selected the text, which was still not laid out 

correctly and chose Itemize from the right-mouse-button 

menu. It was now a list of equally formatted bullet points. 

The user started editing the text and wanted to move line 2 

so that it was aligned with the second column on the first 

line, but without any bullet points.  

Moving the text marker to line two and hitting <tab> 

resulted in a slide that was correctly aligned, but had the 

unwanted bullet point. It had also changed to italics and 

the font size was smaller. The user therefore selected the 

line using the mouse, chose Format ! Font from the 

menu and changed the size and removed the italics. The 

text now had formatting like line 1, but it was still not 

aligned where it should be. The user thus deleted blanks 

using <backspace> until the bullet point disappeared and 

then inserted blanks again using the spacebar until the text 

was back where it belonged. 

The remainder of the items on the agenda was supposed to 

have a different formatting. The user hit <enter> to make 

a new line. PowerPoint did not insert a bullet point. He 

therefore clicked the itemize icon on the toolbar and then 

typed in the rest of the agenda without further 

adjustments; the items appeared automatically just as 

expected.  

Deciding that he wanted the entire text of the document 

shifted one more tab length to the right, the user selected 

all the text and hit <tab>. This moved all the text, like he 

wanted, but it changed at the same time the font size, type 

and bullet-type. This was because PowerPoint changes the 

style of the bullet points with usage of <tab> like this. !

This was de finitely not what he wanted and he chose 

undo from the toolbar. He then performed exactly the 

same sequence of actions again, but to not avail: The 

result was exactly the same, even after the third attempt. 

The user “gave up” and left the text like this, selected all 

of it and changed the font type and removed the italics 

from the Format ! Font menu. He then clicked the 

itemize icon on the toolbar to get the right bullet points 

back, but it removed all of them instead. He clicked it 

again, and that brought the bullets back. From the Format 

! Bullets and numbering menu, he set the bullet points 

back to the style that he originally had.  

The agenda was now finished. The entire process had taken 

1 hour and 23 minutes in order to finalize the two pages 

(front page and agenda). The user was then supposed to 

make a page with an overview of the talks. It needed to 

comprise the following items: Name of the talk, name of 

the lecturer and the abstract. He marked the text on the 

slide with the agenda to select it, copied it and pasted it 



 

into a new document using the right-button menu. He 

changed the heading and continued writing white text on 

white background, as he did it the first time. This time he 

had to do twice to get it right.  

Afterwards, the abstracts describing the talks were copied 

form the homepage of the seminar and pasted into the 

presentation. The formatting of paragraphs looked all 

right, but the text was not boldface as desired. The user 

selected the text and clicked the boldface-icon from the 

toolbar.  The next sub item was selected, and he picked 

italics from the toolbar. He then used the <tab> to move 

the entire sub item-paragraph one tabulator length inward. 

The paragraph was then divided into individual lines using 

<enter> and each line tabbed into place one by one. Now 

the result was as desired: Boldface titles with one tab 

aligned italics abstract underneath.  

Having looked through the document, slide by slide, the 

user also chose to watch the whole series as a slide show. 

He did not find any errors. He then printed it using the 

File ! Print menu, to double check against the content of 

the emails and the webpage.  

DISCUSSION 

We have described how users systematically and 

methodologically relate to the intelligence of the user 

interface, but perhaps not in the ways intended by the 

designer. Users fall back on their own practical 

intelligence, when the functionality offered by the system 

does not match their intentions. This happens often, since 

the intelligence of the systems is pre-planned and static, 

whilst users form highly individual tasks. These tasks are, 

however, recurring and stable, and easily broken down 

into discrete steps, which the application can take into 

account. One consequence of the interface that the users 

routinely dealt with in this way was the formatting 

problems caused by the “smart” copy-paste operations of 

MS Office. Finally, the interruptions and shift of work 

orientation that such problems induce, seems to be a real 

candidate for a metric that can be used to detect when the 

system should start acting as an intelligent agent for the 

user.  

The ethnographic studies presented in this paper show 

that users fall back on well-known and transparent 

routines, rather than efficient problem-solving strategies, 

when they encounter problems related to intelligent user 

interfaces.  For MS Office, many such problems are 

associated with the “smart copy-paste”- functionality, 

which (for Word) copies paragraph formatting across. It 

can (for PowerPoint) copy either a slide or the text in a 

slide, but master slides do not change even if the local 

formatting changes. Also, the different approaches to 

changing the formatting of text, either by amending the 

visual layout for paragraphs individually or re-specifying 

the style, which they are an instance of, confuse users. 

The generic approach of working with styles (“classes”) 

instead of paragraphs (“objects”) represent a different 

way of thinking, and shows clearly that it is the 

“intelligence” of designers (who program this way) or 

typographers (who are professionally trained to think 

about the layout in general terms, rather than form-as-

content for specific paragraphs) that is represented in the 

systems. The document metaphor breaks down since the 

designers’ ambition is actually to make the tool act as an 

editing agent rather than instantiate electronically a piece 

of paper, which is what it “looks like” to the users.  

This study shows that no amount of “designer 

intelligence” can be expected to work well in different use 

context. It is absolutely necessary for intelligence in 

interaction design to be based on the action of individual 

users. Sometimes then, an intelligent user interface 

strategy can be really simple, such as giving users easy 

access to their local history, so that they can do again 

what they just did, with less effort. Intelligence is not 

always complicated, and this is something that we need to 

take into account when we wish to design and deploy a 

more ambitious interaction design.  
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